"after all we aren't savages really and being rescued isn't a game"

pg. 170 | Ralph

"I'll blow the conch," said Ralph breathlessly, "and call an assembly."

P.135

pg 164 [Ralph]

His mind skated to a consideration of a tamed town where savagery could not set foot. What could be safer than a bus center with its lamps and wheels?

"But we want meat!"
"We don't need the conch anymore. We know who ought to say things.

What good did Simon do speaking, or Bill, or Walter? It's time some people knew they've got to keep quiet and leave deciding things to the rest of us."

"'Course we have. 'Cos the smoke's a signal and we can't be rescued if we don't have smoke."

"Hunt. Catch things...until they fetch us."

Jack, P.22
Example: &nbsp;Jack let the fire go out for hunting, and Ralph saw there was a ship

"'Course we have. 'Cos the smoke's a signal and we can't &nbsp;be rescued if we don't have smoke.

pg.173

"They had outwitted a living thing, imposed their will upon it.

"smoke," he said, "we want smoke."

pg. 173 | Ralph

"There is only one thing we can do to get us out of this mess. Anyone can play at hunting, anyone can get us meat------"......"Oh yes. So we've got to make smoke; and
more smoke------"

pg.163 Ralph

---

**ANONYMOUS**

**JANUARY 09, 2015**

**page 165** - **Ralph**

"Piggy spoke softly to Ralph. " We got to get out of this."
"what d'you mean?" " Get rescued"

---

**ANONYMOUS**

**JANUARY 09, 2015**

" Bollocks to the rules! we're strong- we hunt! If there's a beast we"ll hunt it down! we'll close in and beat and beat-!

pg.91 - jack

---

**ANONYMOUS**

**JANUARY 09, 2015**

**PAGE 91 (Ralph)**

"Because rules are the only thing we've got."

---

**ANONYMOUS**

**JANUARY 09, 2015**

**PAGE 108 (RALPH)**

"We want smoke and you go around wasting your time rolling rocks"
"We've got to make
more smoke up
there -or die"

"We'll hunt. I'm going to be chief."

Pg.133 Jack

"im chief " said Ralph, " because you chose me. And we were going to keep to keep the fire going"

"There was a ship."

page 71,Ralph

" If i blow the conch and they don't come back; then we'd had it, we shan't keep the fire going. we"ll be like animals."
we'll never be rescued.

pg 92 - ralph
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